AQUA GENIUS

Boiling, chilled, still, sparkling, filtered.
Aqua Genius, that’s Billi.

www.liquidline.co.uk
www.l

Water, the elixir of life.
Billi brings water back to its purest elemental form. A four stage high performance
filtration system is just the start of Billi’s revolutionary Aqua Genius story.

AQUA
GENIUS

Drink Pure
Billi’s Aqua Genius takes everyday tap
water and makes it so much better.
Right back to the way nature intended.
Pure.
Individual Style
Colours and finishes as individual as
you. Billi has a range of tap designs
that will complement your space.
Choose from handcrafted, artisan
colours and finishes.
Matte White, Matte Black, Gloss White,
Gloss Black, Grape, French Blue,
Red, Gold, Lime Green, Weathered
Bronze, Rose Gold, Chrome, Brushed

or specify a custom colour or finish,
we will deliver your signature Billi
to you.The Billi Aqua Genius is small
and dynamic, easily retrofitting into
your existing kitchen. An everyday
luxury you will wonder how you ever
did without. The convenience of ready
boiling, chilled, still or sparkling
filtered water. Pure unadulterated
hydration on demand.
Aqua Genius, that’s Billi.

Billi has the most innovative
electronic temperature regulation
system. The clever CO2 injection
system used in the Sparkling range
is a professional series system that
ensures the saturation of CO2 in the
water is high. This means your water
tastes fresher for longer.
Our sparkling water is created in
a pressurised tank so there is no
wasted CO2. Depending on the
level of sparkling you choose,
your CO2 cylinder can last for
between 200 – 300 litres.
With the world’s smallest unit
footprint and flexible installation

options, Billi is designed to maximise
your kitchen cupboard space.
Engergy efficient
Reduce your environmental impact
and save on power bills. Billi taps can
monitor usage patterns, recognising
evening and weekend changes by
turning on energy saving mode to
minimise your consumption.
Eco Intelligence™ software allows
the Billi Eco and Sahara 310 to operate
only when required and our unique
heat exchange system removes the
need for cupboard ventilation or an
external cooling fan.

Safety
In addition to Billi’s Splash Free™
technology, our insulated tap body and
boiling water safety switch provide
added safety and peace of mind for
the whole family.
Filtration
Enjoy healthy refreshment
with Billi’s superior filtration.
Certified by global agency NSF
international, our 5 micron filters
ensure you enjoy the highest level
of water filtration available.

INSTANT BOILING, CHILLED, SPARKLING
AND AMBIENT FILTERED WATER SYSTEMS
Quadra Compact
Instant boiling and chilled filtered water system.
The Quadra Compact is perfect for entertaining or small
office environments with a capacity of up to 20 people.
Its space-saving efficiency and elegant functional style
are designed for high use and meet green building
design principles, providing you with the ultimate in
environmentally sensitive appliances.
Billi Eco
Instant boiling and chilled filtered water system.
The most popular of the Billi range is the Billi Eco, our
combined boiling and chilled filtered water system that
services homes or workplaces with up to 10 people.
Save valuable cupboard space with the smallest
underbench boiling and chilled unit footprint.
Eco Sparkling
Instant sparkling, boiling and chilled filtered
water system.
The Eco Sparkling is now the simplest way to enjoy
instant professional sparkling water in your home and at
the office. With the ability to adjust the CO2 pressure up
to 5 bar, you can choose the level of sparkle in your water.
The Eco Sparkling is only available with the XL
Dispenser option.
Sahara 310
Instant boiling and filtered water system.
The Billi Sahara 310, the most space-saving of all the Billi
drinking water systems, allows you to keep control of your
cupboard while enjoying the convenience of instant boiling
and an unlimited supply of filtered water whenever you
need it.

INSTANT CHILLED AND
FILTERED WATER SYSTEMS
Alpine 060
Instant chilled filtered water system.
Vary the temperature of your chilled filtered water to
suit the seasons by using an easily adjustable control.
With a large chilling capacity, the Alpine 060 is whisper
quiet, vibration free and completely unobtrusive.
Its energy efficient design minimises running costs.
Filter Tap
Instant filtered water system.
Enjoy refreshing clean filtered water in your home or
office all day, every day with Billi 5 micron filtration.

Alpine Sparkling 60
Instant sparkling, chilled filtered water system.
The Alpine Sparkling 60 is now the simplest way to
enjoy instant professional sparkling water in your home.
With the ability to adjust the CO2 pressure up to 5 bar,
you can choose the level of sparkle in your water.
The injection system used ensures that there is a
high saturation of CO2 in the water, meaning that
your water has a better taste.
The Alpine Sparkling 60 is only available with the
Dual Levered Slimline Dispenser in Chrome.

The Filter Tap filter module fits comfortably in a standard
shelf compartment, allowing you maximum usable
cupboard space.

Billi Model

Product Code

Quadra Compact

904010

340 x 315 x 365

Billi Eco

901000

340 x 180 x 500

Eco Sparkling

903000

Sahara 310

943010

340 x 180 x 360

Alpine 060

932060

340 x 180 x 460

Alpine Sparkling 60 933060

385 x 240 x 325

Filter Tap

320 x 140 x 130

932210

Boiling

Chilled

Sparkling

Filtered

H x W x D (mm)

385 x 240 x 325
340 x 180 x 360

DISPENSER OPTIONS AND FINISHES
XL Dispenser suits Quadra Compact, Billi Eco, Eco Sparkling & Sahara 310
Finishes
CH

BR

GB

MB

RG

WB

Chrome

Brushed

Gloss Black

Matte Black

Rose Gold

Weathered
Bronze

MW

GW

GO

RE

FB

GR

LG

Matte White

Gloss White

Gold

Red

French Blue

Grape

Lime Green

Colours

XT Dispenser suits Quadra Compact, Billi Eco & Sahara 310
Finishes
CH

BR

GB

MB

RG

WB

Chrome

Brushed

Gloss Black

Matte Black

Rose Gold

Weathered
Bronze

Round Slimline & Square Slimline Dispenser suits Alpine 060 & Filter Tap
Finishes
CH

BR

GB

MB

RG

WB

Chrome

Brushed

Gloss Black

Matte Black

Rose Gold

Weathered
Bronze

Dual Levered Slimline Dispenser suits Alpine Sparkling 60
Finishes
CH
Chrome

XI Drainage Font to suit X Series Dispensers
Finishes
CH

BR

GB

MB

RG

WB

Chrome

Brushed

Gloss Black

Matte Black

Rose Gold

Weathered
Bronze

MW

GW

GO

RE

FB

GR

LG

Matte White

Gloss White

Gold

Red

French Blue

Grape

Lime Green

Colours

Chrome drainage font is supplied with coloured riser
XI Slimline Font to Suit Round and Square Slimline Dispensers
Finishes
CH

BR

GB

MB

RG

WB

Chrome

Brushed

Gloss Black

Matte Black

Rose Gold

Weathered
Bronze

INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS

Easy to install the dispenser
Unique dispenser mounting system
for easy installation.
35mm bench top mounting hole
for Quadra Compact, Billi Eco,
Eco Sparkling, Sahara 310.
22mm bench top mounting hole
for Alpine 060, Alpine Sparkling 60,
Filter Tap.
Water supply
½” (15mm) stop tap required.
Minimum 250kPa dynamic pressure
required.
Water supply must be microbiologically safe to drink.
Power supply
One standard 10 amp outlet
for Quadra Compact, Billi Eco,
Sahara 310, Alpine 060 and
Alpine Sparkling 60.

AFTER SALES
SUPPORT AND
CERTIFICATIONS

Standard warranty
All components of the systems are
covered by a 24-month warranty.
Filter cartridges are a consumable
and are not covered by warranty, as
water conditions and usage vary.
Maintenance and filter contracts are
available.
Commitment to quality
A strong commitment to quality is as
important to Billi as style, function and
innovation.
Recognising the importance of
reliability to customers, all Billi water
systems are manufactured to strict
quality standards.
Every system is designed to provide
the highest possible standards of
efficiency and energy savings.

Contact us today:
Freephone 0800 8499110
Email: sales@liquidline.co.uk

Dual 10 amp outlet required for
Eco Sparkling.
Units are supplied with 1 metre
of flexible cord.
Filter Tap does not require power.
Drainage font – option
Flush or proud mount fitment.
XL and XT drainage fonts are supplied
with a 70mm riser to give height
between tap and drainage.
Dispenser riser – option
70mm riser available for XL and XT
tap options.
Extension kit – option
Allows the under bench unit to be
placed up to 1-2 metres away from
the dispenser.
Excludes Eco Sparkling and
Alpine Sparkling 60.

Filters
Replacement filters are available
online at www.billi.com.au and your
reorder part code is 994001.
Certifications
Every Billi drinking water appliance is
manufactured under a certified quality
control system.
They have been tested and comply
with all required standards.
Quadra Compact, Billi Eco and Sahara
310 comply to: Watermark Licence
Number 21525: tested to AS3498 and
AS/NZS4020. Alpine 060 and Filter
Tap comply to: Watermark Licence
Number 21882.
Tested to ATS 5200.105:2005: All Billi
Home systems are also tested to:
Victorian Electrical Safety Act 1998
Approval Number CS100600V: AS/NZS
ISO 9001 Certificate Number
QEC11627: C-Tick approved.
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